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Jacob Hennenberg, Polish, native of Oswiecim, Poland, remembers a happy youth; attended 
Jewish gymnasium until September 2, 1939 when Germans entered town, herding residents to 
Zator RR for transport to Krakov; train full, he and father walked to the San River, dividing 
Russian-and German-occupied Poland; opting for the German side, they sought his two uncles 
in Zibasyn, border town to which the Germans expelled Polish Jews holding German passports 
(the Auschwitz-born uncles had resided in Berlin and Cologne); intent to return home, the men 
(orthodox) cut their beards for cover and walked 700 km to Auschwitz in seven days, finding 
house ransacked and themselves subject to new race laws (armbands, shop signs) and to a 
newly-established Judenrat; sisters also returned (mother long deceased), and family re-
established grocery/liquor business; unable to pay shake-down demands by the Schutzpolizei 
(uniformed police), Jacob worked for them instead, cleaning, cooking, hauling water for their 
headquarters; police Walter Schtark and Walter Kraus befriended him, offered false papers, 
and provided address in Waldenburg for future help; reluctant to leave father, Jacob remained 
in Auschwitz until March 1941, when all Jews there were expelled, variously, to Tarnow (where 
he and father went), Sosnowiec or Bedzin ghettos; on May 9, 1941, in Tarnow, the police came 
for his father in a round-up; volunteering to be taken instead, Jacob was sent to a transit camp 
near Sosnaviec and then to Visau, the first of six “zwangsarbeitlager” (labor camps), also 
including Sacrow, Linkenheim, Flessinger, Klettendorf, and Freiberg; in the labor camps he built 
barracks, lay bricks, hauled iron, hand-painted the Reichsautoban center line (one km per day), 
and, in winter, shoveled the Reichsautoban; in 1943, Jacob and friend Artur Kichler were taken 
from Klettendorf to Freiberg where Germans were converting a yarn factory into a military 
installation; German co-workers provided extra food and circumstances were tolerable until a 
“selection” in fall 1944, when he and Artur (among 700), were trucked to Waldenburg 
concentration camp; finding hope for survival in that his camp ID number, 64242, which added 
together equals 18 (chai/life), he attributed several narrow escapes to this happenstance; he 
recounts many cruelties at Waldenburg and suffered a perforated stomach when prisoners, 
made to carpet the ground with their bodies, were trod on by booted SS; in January 1945, 
working at camp gate, Jacob met eyes with former gentile neighbors from home (Max Metzick 
family), whose food package they signaled would be sent him, was confiscated; on May 9, 1945, 
anticipating arrival of Russians, camp guards evacuated; cutting the electrical fence, prisoners 
rushed the approaching Russian tanks; now freed, Jacob sought the Metzicks and learned 
they’d moved; he went to the Waldenburg address of Walter Stark, the kind Auschwitz 
schutzpolizei, and was welcomed, clothed and fed, despite the family’s fear of the Russians; 
Jacob then went to U.S.- occupied territory, receiving support in army DP camp; in DP camp, 
and later for the UNRRA (United National Relief and Rehabilitation Administration), he drove 
trucks and other army vehicles, meeting officers and their families; Mrs. Brown, an officer’s 
wife, arranged for Eugene Friedheim (sp?) of Cleveland to sponsor Jacob, wife, and baby; they 
landed NYC on USS Marine Marlin and on July 18, 1949 (chai!) arrived Cleveland, where the 
Freidheims helped them settle (corner of Maywood & Superior); worked in landscaping, 
building trades, cabinet-making, interior décor installation (“Devon Displays” fabric shop), and 
finally established “Cameo Draperies,” his own business. In 1979, he returned with cousin Zita 
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Blaud (sp?) to Auschwitz and happened on grandfather’s headstone in cemetery; fought to 
bring headstone to U.S., now erected in King Solomon Cemetery, Clifton NJ; regularly joined 
survivor world gatherings (encountered Leo Engel, also liberated at Waldenberg) to 
demonstrate Jewish survival, notwithstanding German best efforts. Son Michael is an attorney 
with Green and Henneberg; granddaughter is Julia.  
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